
TASTING NOTES
Crafting our Small Town blend inspires us every year as we celebrate the unique and gorgeous character 
of fruit grown out in Freestone, perhaps our favorite region for Sonoma County Pinot Noir. The mission is 
to craft a grand and complex cuvée that highlights one of the most thrilling areas in CA viticulture.

Beginning with a beautiful foundation from Michael Valentine and Cleary Ranch Vineyards, in 2015, we 
added a proper dose of Rayhill Vineyard (bottled on its own in 2014 as our Barrel Climber Pinot). The 
2015 Rayhill introduced a second, brighter-fruited clone to round out the spicy, earthy wildness that is 
this vineyard’s signature. To this we added 25% from a far-west Petaluma Gap site called Grand Vent and 
14% from further inside the Russian River Valley.

The resulting wine features all the diverse aspects of the Sonoma Coast region we admire so much in one 
very complete package: Beautifully delicate yet persistent fruit, a touch of both sweet and exotic spices, 
freshness and full lavor, and above all else, everything in harmony. About 25% whole-cluster 
fermentation and 35% carefully chosen new French oak complete the ensemble to produce another Pinot 
Noir for the ages. Give this wine about a year in the cellar and then enjoy for years to come!

DRINKING WINDOWS
Prime drinking: mid 2018 through 2023
Graceful ageability: 2024+
VINEYARDS
30% Michael Valentine, 25% Grand Vent, 16% Rayhill, 15% John Cleary, 14% Stiling
CLONES
30.25% 667, 27.5% 115, 18.25% 943, 14.5% Swan, 5% Pommard, 3% 777, 1.5% 113 

STATS
pH: 3.51  |  TA: 6.6 g/L  |  Alcohol: 13.7%
Bottling: December 9, 2016 |  Release: Spring 2017
Cases Produced: 221
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